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Abstract. In this paper a model to simulate the operation at a container terminal 
is proposed. In our model the terminal is assumed as a system that has to be 
designed and/or controlled in order to achieve the best performance on the basis 
of the existing resources. The terminal itself is assumed to be a node of the 
existing freight intermodal network that could improve his reliability from 
improving the performance of the activities at the nodes. From the theoretical 
stand-point the model has been based on Petri Net. 

1. Introduction 
Effectiveness and efficiency of freight transportation depends on performance of 
intermodal transport supply system.  

Intermodal supply system is a complex system made up of transport infrastructures and 
services. In order to achieve the best performances of freight transport such a system have 
to be analyzed, designed and controlled, possibly through a simulation model.  

To solve this problem, intermodal transport supply system can be represented by means 
of a set of modal networks. In particular, to reduce road freight transport it is important to 
reduce delay time at intermodal nodes where goods have to change transport mode. 

In such a system, an important role is held by container terminals that represent the 
interchange nodes between the different modal networks (mainly road, railway, water) and, 
consequently, allow the integration of the relevant transport and information technologies. 

Within the intermodal network, the success of a given terminal container (node) 
depends on the organization, management and integration of the available technologies, 
supplied operations and facilities. In short, effectiveness and efficiency of a system-
terminal depend on both supply planning and control strategies. 

In container terminals, many services are provided all day long, seven days a week, e.g. 
container loading/unloading to/from vessel and feeder ships, internal transfer from ship to 
stack and vice versa, stacking, container inspection, reefer handling and storage. 
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Several reusable resources can be used to fulfill the tasks involved in handling and 
transporting containers: quay or yard cranes, transfer vehicles, e.g. multi-trailer or 
automatically guided vehicles (AGVs), railway tracks, yard stacking deposits, stacking 
cranes, human operators. Berths, quays, yard and other specific areas can also be 
considered as space resources. 

To effectively support system operations design and control, it is important to define a 
simulation tool of the whole container terminal. This way, managers and planners could be 
able to define the optimal configurations and consequent improvement of terminal process 
performances. In fact, all processes and operations are usually planned, scheduled, 
monitored, and controlled by a central supervisor and make use of information 
technologies, to allow fast ship operations, optimization of the usage of facilities, and 
reduce lag times. In this context, a procedure is specified by a sequence of operations, 
performed by the terminal resources that are successively acquired by each container which 
is served by the system. The flow of containers through the system resources is ruled by the 
asynchronous occurrence of discrete events, which determines the evolution of the state of 
the system modeling the container terminal. Typically, the state variables are only 
permitted to jump at discrete points in time from one discrete value to another. 

Discrete-event dynamic systems, can be used to easily represent all the activities 
performed by the complex terminal system. In particular, Petri Nets give an immediate and 
powerful graphical representation of all the necessary operations. In this work, a container 
terminal simulation model is proposed within the theoretical framework of Petri Nets that 
allow to take into account the different aspects of the considered system. 

2. Related research 
Actually, a container terminal is a dynamic and complex system where many and different 
operations have to be carried out to supply the requested services. Thus, it is important to 
define the most convenient way to model such a system with respect to the analysis aims. 

In literature, different approaches have been proposed to model operations at container 
terminals depending on the planning level (i.e., strategic, tactical, operational). 

Many works have been focused on modelling single operations, sequence of operations 
or the complete system. Anyway, from a systemic point of view it has been pointed out that 
each single problem has to be considered as part of the whole system in order to improve 
the whole service supply chain. In figure 1 the various activities at a container terminal are 
schematically depicted. 
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Figure 1. Schematic diagram of a container terminal. 

Apart from problems at strategic level, such as location of the terminal, number of Quay 
Cranes, number of berths, etc., many works have been focused on the main operational 
problems, such as: 

• Allocation of ships to available berths; 
• Loading and unloading of the ships; 
• Transfer of containers from ships to storage area and vice versa; 
• Stacking of containers; 
• Transfer to/from other modes (road, rail, water); 
• System simulation. 
The containers transfer problem from ship to stack and vice-versa is discussed by many 

authors considering both full-automated and not automated transfer systems [1]. 
The allocation of ships to berth, consist in assigning incoming ships to berthing 

positions in order to minimize the waiting time of the vessel. Problem solutions have been 
discussed in [2], [3].  

The ships loading-unloading operations cover many problems, for example: the quay 
cranes assignment [7], the unloading plan [4], [5], the stowage plan [6].  

Simulating the whole system suffers complexity since many problems are linked by 
shared resources whose availability is time dependant. Even if the problem is complex, 
efficiency of terminal management have to be carried out by means of system simulation. 
This way, it can be possible to design and evaluate control strategies, system configuration, 
new and powerful technologies and processes. To this kind of approach can be set a 
resources allocation tool proposed in [8] where the model is based on operations research 
methods and allows managers to develop resources allocation plans. Bielli et al. [9] have 
recently proposed a distributed discrete-event container terminal simulator based on object-
oriented modelling technique. A comprehensive review of terminal containers simulation 
models is given by Vis and De Koster [1].  
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Also Petri Nets (PN) approach has been proposed in [10], [11] and [12] to model and 
analyze terminal container systems with respect to different aspects of terminal operations. 
In [10] stochastic PN is proposed to model containers transfer in a rail-road transshipment 
yard. In [11] and [12] PN are used to describe the synchronization problems among 
resources, and the analysis of faulty situations during operations at terminal. 

3. Petri Net based System Modeling 
Discrete-event dynamic systems, are probably the most appropriate formalism to describe 
container terminals. In particular, PN can systematically represent all the terminal activities, 
the shared resources, the synchronized or parallelize process, etc. [14], [15]. 
They can also be used to foresee, detect and prevent particular problems, i.e. the likely 
system congestion, blocking phenomena, and deadlocks. To this aim, most scientific 
literature use PN even if other directed graphs (digraphs) seem more efficient to simplify 
models and detect particular system states when model is complex [16]. 

An ordinary Petri net is a bipartite graph formalized by a four-tuple N = (P, T, A, M0), in 
which places in set P and transitions in set T are linked by arcs in set A to represent how the 
system state changes, as tokens, representing resource-units or containers in process, flow 
through the net. 

More specifically, places are of two different types: the first one is able to model the 
execution of activities, the second one models resource availability. Each place represents a 
condition and is depicted by a circle. Note that each resource ri has a finite capacity C(ri) 
(number of units) to host containers. 

Transitions are graphically represented by bars and model events changing the state. 
Each state value is defined by the marking vector M:P→{0,1,2,…}, where M(pi) gives the 
current number of tokens in pi ∈P. An unmarked place doesn’t contain tokens and a marked 
place contains as many tokens as M(pi). M0: P→{0,1,2,…} is the initial marking. Tokens 
are black dots put inside places. 

Arcs may be distinguished between input arcs from places to transitions, and output arcs 
from transitions to places, and all are drawn as arrows. They show us how places and 
transitions are connected. Namely, a transition t has a certain number of input (and output) 
places which are the pre-conditions (post-conditions) associated with t. The pre-conditions 
enable transition t, while the post-conditions are defined after the occurrence of the event 
modeled by t. 

So, the Petri Net states (or markings) do change according to the following basic rules: 
• enabling rule: a transition is enabled if each of its input places is marked, but an 

enabled transition may or may not fire (depending on whether or not the event 
actually takes place); 

• firing rule: a firing of an enabled transition consumes a token from each input place 
and produces a token for each output place. We assume that only one transition 
fires at a time. 

According to these elementary notations, even simple systems can give rise to very 
complex Petri nets, defined by a lot of places, transitions and arcs. Typically, the number of 
Petri net states is combinatorial exploding. Then, both the Petri net models and the 
algorithms for state exploration in these models are not easy to be implemented. 
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This sometimes motivates the use of more efficient models. In particular, directed graph 
(or digraph) models are more simple than PN, even if less commonly used. Their strong 
point is in the easy system representation and in the efficiency of algorithms for 
identification of particular states (deadlocks). In fact, the number of vertices and of edges in 
a digraph D = (V, E) is much lower than in PN. The vertices in V represent system 
resources while each edge in E represents a precedence relation between two adjacent 
resources in a procedure. For each operation, a part acquires and utilizes a single unit of 
resource and releases it at the end of process only if it acquires the next resource in the 
procedure. 

As a consequence, if resources are limited and the number of procedures increases, the 
number of vertices in V remains fixed while the number of places in P and transitions in T 
is augmented. Besides, the number of edges in E grows less than the number of arcs in A. In 
a word, the number of nodes and links in a Petri net is much higher than in a digraph. 

In this paper we refer to both PN and digraph approach in order to obtain a complete 
model of the system with PN, and eventually use digraph for a more efficient simplified 
model from a computational stand-point. In this work, we will address our attention to the 
terminal container of Taranto (Italian Ionian See) that is a transshipment terminal located in 
a strategic position in the Mediterranean See and whose traffic is strongly growing in the 
last two years. 
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